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Abstract

Empirical studies have recently gained high recognition in Software Engineering (SE) research.
The increased popularity of empirical methods, such as case studies, added challenges to build
a standard methodology that is accepted in the SE community. The aim of this thesis is to
describe a software modeling approach aimed at addressing current empirical studies in SE. More
specifically, we propose a metamodel for classifying program faults and fixes in deep learning
programs. In fact, program-fault analyses in deep learning software have been the subject of
Empirical Software Engineering (ESE) research. Existing bugs in such systems are a source of
potential risk and measures should be taken to mitigate those risks. In this regard, analyzing
deep learning bugs and their fixes is widely investigated due to the detrimental eﬀects and the
safety issues that might arise in such systems. Accidents caused by self-driving cars are one such
example of system failures caused by erroneous components in the software. The goal of this
thesis is to build a metamodel that provides an overview of the taxonomy of program faults
and fixes in deep learning programs. For modeling purposes, we present a tool-supported model
– a web application that is an implementation of the model-driven techniques presented. The
goal of building the tool is to operationalize the metamodel. Finally, we identify the challenges
associated with the tool that were mostly related to software development meeting data-centric
development.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Empirical Software Engineering (ESE) is a research field that emphasizes the use of empirical
methods for evaluating, predicting, monitoring, and controlling the existing artifacts of software
development [1]. The use of empirical methods encompasses a wide range of concepts and
tools. Traditionally, software engineers followed intuition or expertise on the benefits of such
tools and techniques [1]. This introduced issues and posed problems with the selection of an
appropriate empirical method for the study under consideration since the benefits and challenges
of each method are not well-catalogued yet [2]. In addition, empirical studies themselves are
subject to variability in design and context. There is rarely an independent variable amongst
the many worked examples in each study. In this regard, our research approach focuses on a
specific family of empirical studies in ESE; namely, studies that identify and analyze bugfixes
in source code. The variability of designs in such studies motivated this research in order to
find common elements that identify the essential characteristics and components in each context.
Based on that, this research is aimed at building a metamodel that presents an overview of the
aforementioned empirical studies. As such, the metamodel will be the expressive language of
each instance (empirical study), where it provides a conceptual view of the software system [3].
The relevance of this metamodel to the aim of these empirical studies is to raise the level of
abstraction and present an applicable yet abstract metamodel where researchers will not worry
about internal issues at the code development level, thus reducing complex details. Abstraction
achieves further simplification by supporting partial platform independence in regards to the
usage of packages, modules or diﬀerent database platforms.
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1 Introduction
The metamodel has been constructed to support ESE researchers who manually classify bugfixes
occurring in commit changesets. Program-fault analysis in empirical studies is typically done in
an ad hoc manner using spreadsheets [4]. In this regard, managing individual categorizations in
separate spreadsheets in order to avoid bias and then merging them is an error-prone process.
More generally, in empirical studies that involve many ESE researches, the demanding task to
manage large datasets will generate inaccurate results and undermine the integrity of the study.
This research equally addresses ESE researches who are seeking abstractions in building
rich, hierarchical taxonomies of categories based on the study objectives. Various empirical
studies might have diﬀerent strategies to categorize program faults. To address those needs, the
demonstration tool is built to encompass distinct models and provide an abstract representation
for those studies. It is worth mentioning that this research is focused on program bugs as well
as the fixes of such bugs. The metamodel and the prototype tool are designed to categorize
program bugs provided that their fixes are part of the dataset.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 examines the related research work that identifies
and analyzes program faults. Then, in Chapter 3, we describe the components and modules
that represent the elements of an abstract model. Those components are then integrated into a
metamodel in Chapter 4. Lastly, in Chapters 5 and 6, the tool-support is presented to implement
the metamodel with an extensive description of its functionality and the ESE research challenges
that it addresses.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1

Background

Deep Learning has gained popularity recently and there is a growing number of software
applications that are based on Deep Learning algorithms and libraries such as TensorFlow, Keras,
and PyTorch. In addition, there is a growing number of empirical studies that deal with program
fault analysis and defects in Deep Learning and Machine Learning programs [5][6][7][8]. As
a matter of fact, errors in Deep Learning programs can be disastrous and there are alarming
incidents that caused fatalities due to failures in software systems that are designed on top of
Deep Learning algorithms [9].
A significant goal of such empirical studies is to commonly analyze and understand the
characteristics of program bugs in Deep Learning software and to facilitate the development of
debugging tools and software development platforms [6]. Some of the topics addressed in the
conducted empirical studies analyze the frequency of the occurrence of certain bugs, their root
causes, symptoms, and fixes [5][6][7]; others deal with the taxonomies of bugs (their causes and
symptoms) and classify them based on diﬀerent criteria, such as data bugs, logical bugs, API
bugs, and so on [6].
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2.2

Data Collection

To study bugs in Deep Learning software, data is collected from diﬀerent data sources such as
Stack Overflow QA pages or GitHub repositories and issues. Islam et al. [6] collected data from
Stack Overflow, as well as Git commits in two-step processes.

2.2.1

Stack Overflow

1. The first step of the process searched for tagged posts with Deep Learning libraries; namely,
Caﬀe, Keras, TensorFlow, Theano, and Torch. Candidate posts were further filtered to
contain only up-voted source code instead of code snippets as it is commonly found in
Stack Overflow posts.
2. The posts were manually examined to identify those that included bugs. Later, researchers
manually reviewed and read the question and all the answers of each candidate post and
ultimately selected the best-accepted answer that addresses the usage of Deep Learning
API(s).

2.2.2

GitHub

In the process of mining Git commits to extract bugs, Islam et al. [6] collected repositories
of Caﬀe, Keras, TensorFlow, Theano, and Torch, and then filtered them by keywords such as
the word "fix." Later, in a similar process to collecting Stack Overflow Deep Learning bugs,
the authors manually studied the commits and, to avoid bias, they separately labeled them.
Afterwords, they resolved any conflict by comparing the results.
On the other hand, Zhang et al. [7] searched for projects with the keyword "tensorflow" to
mine TensorFlow Git commits. Then they searched commit messages with keywords such as:
"bug, fix, wrong, fault, error" to extract TensorFlow bugs. Ultimately, the authors manually
examined the source code, commit messages, pull requests messages and issues, to identify the
TensorFlow bugs [7].
Other studies conducted a similar GitHub data collection. For instance, Jia et al. [8] applied
three steps to mine Git commits in TensorFlow:
1. Pull requests were filtered by labels and manually checked to ensure that they were reviewed
and merged into the master branch.
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2. Pull requests were searched by keywords such as "bug", "fix", and "error". Commits with
no such keywords were manually inspected to select the real ones.
3. Finally, the collected results were manually analyzed and inspected by researchers through
reading the commit messages and bug reports. The extracted results were used to determine
the bugs, their root causes, symptoms, and locations.

2.3

Classification of Program Faults and Fixes

To analyze and label the bugs in Deep Learning programs, Islam et al. [6] classified the
categorization of bugs based on three criteria which are the bug types, their root causes, and
eﬀects. In another study on program fault analysis, Chen et al. [5] categorized the bugs based
on their symptoms and their fix strategy. In our classification, we implemented a criteria that
dissects a bug into four categories: the problem category, cause, symptom, and fix. In general,
bugs in the same problem category can have diﬀerent causes, for example, a tensor shape bug can
be caused by an incorrect function parameter or incorrect operation. In addition, we built the
tool so that researchers have the option to add a descriptive comment to each of those categories.
The classification includes more categories in order to encompass more studies and to provide a
flexible dissection of bugs based on diﬀerent approaches of program fault analysis. This would
also make the tool usage and its structure more flexible and adaptable to changes in response to
diﬀerent users requirements and preferences.
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Chapter 3
Program BugFix Analysis
3.1

Overview

In what follows, we will use a component-based software structuring approach to build a
metamodel and a prototype tool that interprets the metamodel. This will eventually develop
and build a software from a set of modules/components that abstract the common elements of
the diﬀerent studies that we have examined so far.
In this chapter, we will describe the components which are essentially the building models
that constitute the metamodel of program-fault analysis. In essence, these components are the
elements that automate the tool-support that helps categorizing manually examined bugfixes in
light of the categorization criteria that was referenced in Section 2.3. Moreover, we will discuss
the processing and the workflow of the program-fault analysis using code listings and a workflow
diagram.
Primarily, the way that the prototype tool is automated and the data is processed is inspired
from previous studies [5][6][7][8]. For a detailed examination of the components of the metamodel
that will be used to automate the prototype tool, we describe these components as models that
are implemented as classes with attributes that abstract and modularize the elements of the
aforementioned studies into units. In the next chapter, we will use the abstractions described
here to put the components together and build the metamodel.
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3.2
3.2.1

The Building Models and Their Relations
The Commit Class

We describe the workflow of the program-fault analysis and its implementation details in terms
of components/models as follows:
The data is collected from GitHub repositories and formally represented in one main class
- the Commit class (shown in Listing 3.1) that consists of the quality characteristics of a Git
commit such as the project name and the SHA. There is also a rounds attribute that divides
the commits into rounds as viewed necessary by the researchers. This is useful in case the data
needs to be partitioned into separate rounds and categorized in stages over separate time periods.
The rounds attribute displays an optional column in the commits table and researchers have
the option to leave it empty without specifying any round to a set of commits. In addition to
the Commit Class, there are other classes that model subcharacteristics that are relevant to a
Git commit, for instance, the code language used and the number of additions or deletions.
1 from django . db import models
2
3 class Commit ( models . Model ) :
4

project = models . CharField ( max_length =41)

5

sha = models . CharField ( max_length =40 , blank = False , null = False )

6

author = models . CharField ( max_length =25 , blank = True , null = True )

7

author_email = models . CharField ( max_length =47 , blank = True , null
= True )

8

commit_date = models . DateField ( blank = True , null = True )

9

dataset = models . ForeignKey ( ’ Dataset ’ , models . DO_NOTHING ,
db_column = ’ dataset ’)

10

rounds = models . IntegerField ( blank = True , null = True )

Listing 3.1: The Commit Class
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3.2.2

The Categorization Class

Besides the Commit Class, there is the Categorization Class that describes the categorization
of a single commit and whether it contains a bug related to the study objective (Listing 3.2).
1 class Categorization ( models . Model ) :
2

sha = models . CharField ( max_length =40 , blank = False , null = False )

3

# bug_fix and comment

4

is_bug_fix = models . BooleanField ()

5

bug_fix_comment = models . TextField ( blank = True , null = True )

6

# problem_category and comment

7

problem_category = models . ForeignKey ( ’ ProblemCategory ’ , models .
DO_NOTHING , db_column = ’ problem_category ’ , blank = True , null =
True )

8

category_comment = models . TextField ( blank = True , null = True )

9

# problem_cause and comment

10

problem_cause = models . ForeignKey ( ’ ProblemCause ’ , models .
DO_NOTHING , db_column = ’ problem_cause ’ , blank = True , null = True
)

11

cause_comment = models . TextField ( blank = True , null = True )

12

# problem_symptom and comment

13

problem_symptom = models . ForeignKey ( ’ ProblemSymptom ’ , models .
DO_NOTHING , db_column = ’ problem_symptom ’ , blank = True , null =
True )

14

symptom_comment = models . TextField ( blank = True , null = True )

15

# problem_fix and comment

16

problem_fix = models . ForeignKey ( ’ ProblemFix ’ , models . DO_NOTHING
, db_column = ’ problem_fix ’ , blank = True , null = True )

17

fix_comment = models . TextField ( blank = True , null = True )

18

categorizer = models . ForeignKey ( ’ Categorizer ’ , models .
DO_NOTHING , db_column = ’ categorizer ’)

19

should_discuss = models . BooleanField ( blank = True , null = True )
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20

bug_fix = models . ForeignKey ( ’ BugFix ’ , models . DO_NOTHING , blank =
True , null = True )

Listing 3.2: The Categorization Class
The categorization of a commit is characterized by the commit SHA. Each SHA can be mapped
to more than one categorization if the program has more than one bugfix. Therefore, multiple
categorizations may result from one commit that includes multiple bugs with diﬀerent problem
causes, symptoms, or fixes.
The second attribute in the Categorization Class is a boolean field that checks whether the
commit instance is a bugfix. The existence of this attribute is necessary in the following sense:
The dataset of the collected Git commits results from the GitHub mining techniques that were
discussed in Section 2.2. For instance, filtering Git commits with certain keywords will only
result in a collection of commits with such keywords; that is, the dataset may or may not include
commits that have bugfixes. To further classify these commits and filter out those that do not
contain bugfixes, manual classification is needed. This is also due to the fact that some commits
have only the cause or the symptom of a bug with no solution or fix to that bug. Therefore, the
manual analysis of these commits will further filter them into categorizations with or without
bugfixes by checking the is_bug_fix field. Ultimately the resulting categorization with this
field checked (i.e., set to true) will be mapped to a BugFix table (the BugFix Class is discussed
in the next subsection).
As noted in the previous chapter, the classification of program bugs is based on four categories
that constitute the Categorization Class attributes (Listing 3.2). These are the problem_category,
the problem_cause, problem_symptom, and the problem_fix. With each such category,
there is a comment section that allows the researcher to add a comment or a phrase that supports
his choice of the corresponding category.
Essentially, the classification of the commits through manual analysis is based on the above
four categories. To add another dimension to the existing abstraction levels, we added a class
for each of these categories that consists of two attributes. For instance, the problem cause
of a bug is described in a class whose attributes are the cause as well as a short description
of that cause (Listing 3.3). The other categories (problem_category, problem_fix, and
problem_symptom) have similar classes. We envision these as important classes that enable the
users of the tool to add new categories when needed as it will be described in the prototype tool,
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as well as the Categorization Form that is described in Section 3.3. In short, the Categorization
Class has certain attributes that are themselves instances of other classes; each of these attributes
defines a many-to-one relationship as indicated by the foreign key field that maps objects to
model instances. For example, the problem_cause attribute in the Categorization Class is
related to the ProblemCause model as specified by the first argument of the foreign key field. The
second argument of the foreign key field defines the functionality of the many-to-one relationship.
The DO_NOTHING argument will take no action when an object referenced by the foreign key
is deleted, and if the database backend enforces referential integrity, an IntegrityError will be
raised as a result of deletion [10].
1 class ProblemCause ( models . Model ) :
2

cause = models . CharField ( unique = True , max_length =254)

3

description = models . TextField ( blank = True , null = True )

Listing 3.3: The ProblemCause Class
Another relevant attribute in the Categorization Class is the categorizer attribute. This
is necessary since manual analysis is done by multiple researchers who will add their own
categorizations. Furthermore, these categorizations will be discussed and added to a table that
contains only the agreed-upon categorizations. This is the reason why each categorization should
be identified by the name of the researcher who created it and the categorizer is the attribute
that serves this purpose.
In addition, the should_discuss boolean attribute is optional. The aim of this field is to
mark categorizations that are substantially significant. Researchers can check this field if they
choose to highlight and elaborate on selected categorizations in their study.
The last attribute is the bug_fix and it is a foreign key that maps the categorization
to the agreed-upon bugfix in the BugFix table. This will simplify referencing and mapping
categorizations to their agreed-upon bugfixes.

3.2.3

The BugFix Class

Each commit is investigated for its problem category, cause, symptom, and fix. Based on Git
commit messages, discussions, and manual analysis of the code, the categorization of a specific
commit will be added. Diﬀerent categorizations of a single commit are further discussed and,
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ultimately, the agreed-upon categorizations will be added into a bugfixes table that is similar in
structure to the categorizations table (the BugFix Class is shown in Listing 3.4). This is why
the Categorization Class has the bug_fix category that maps each categorization to a unique
bugfix after the researchers have discussed and agreed on a certain commit.
1 class BugFix ( models . Model ) :
2

sha = models . CharField ( max_length =40 , blank = False , null = False )

3

is_bug_fix = models . BooleanField ()

4

# problem_category and comment

5

problem_category = models . ForeignKey ( ’ ProblemCategory ’ , models .
DO_NOTHING , db_column = ’ problem_category ’ , blank = True , null =
True )

6

category_comment = models . TextField ( blank = True , null = True )

7

# problem_cause and comment

8

problem_cause = models . ForeignKey ( ’ ProblemCause ’ , models .
DO_NOTHING , db_column = ’ problem_cause ’ , blank = True , null = True
)

9

cause_comment = models . TextField ( blank = True , null = True )

10

# problem_symptom and comment

11

problem_symptom = models . ForeignKey ( ’ ProblemSymptom ’ , models .
DO_NOTHING , db_column = ’ problem_symptom ’ , blank = True , null =
True )

12

symptom_comment = models . TextField ( blank = True , null = True )

13

# problem_fix and comment

14

problem_fix = models . ForeignKey ( ’ ProblemFix ’ , models . DO_NOTHING
, db_column = ’ problem_fix ’ , blank = True , null = True )

15

fix_comment = models . TextField ( blank = True , null = True )

16

should_discuss = models . BooleanField ( blank = True , null = True )

Listing 3.4: The BugFix Class
The BugFix Class has all the attributes of the Categorization Class except the categorizer
and the bug_fix_comment attributes. The categorizer attribute is excluded since the
resulting bugfix is an agreed-upon categorization and should not be attributed to a categoriz-
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er/researcher. It is the result of a shared decision and assigning it to one categorizer defeats
that purpose. The bug_fix_comment is also removed from the BugFix Class since this is an
optional comment added by a categorizer when manually deciding whether a certain commit
includes a bugfix. Researchers may disagree on certain commits, so they have the option to
leave a comment explaining their decision. After the researchers discuss a certain commit, a
final decision should be made on whether to include the commit into the bugfixes table or not;
eventually, no comment would be necessary.

3.2.4

The Workflow of Program BugFix Analysis

In order to classify and report bugs in source code, the workflow of the analysis is described
as follows: initially, the information of a specific Git commit is populated into the Commit
Class. Then, researchers have the option to add new categorizations by clicking on an "Add
categorization" button that redirects them to the Categorization Form. As a result of the
link redirect, the necessary information of the Git commit is automatically imported into the
Categorization Form. The form has multiple fields to fill out such as classifying if the source
code has a bugfix and identifying its problem category, cause, symptom, or fix (more about the
Categorization Form in the next section).
Based on diﬀerent code analyses by multiple researchers, each Git commit is mapped to
multiple categorizations that may or may not diﬀer in terms of the problem categories, causes,
symptoms, and fixes. Diﬀerent categorizations of a single commit will be discussed by researchers
to resolve any conflicts between the categories. Ultimately, the agreed-on categorization is added
to a table of bugfixes that has a similar structure to the categorizations table. The data flow
diagram of this process is shown in (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The data flow diagram of program bugfix analysis
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3.3

The Categorization Form

In order to validate and save the categorizations made by the researchers, a Categorization
Form was built to accept user’s input, process the entered data and save it into a database. This
saved data will populate a categorization table that has all the attributes of the Categorization
Class plus a round column that inherits the round of a certain commit from the Commits
Class. The form implements specific validation rules that perform validation when a certain
categorization is added and clean the data when the form is submitted.
Since the Categorization Form is aimed at entering a categorization instance to the Categorization table, it follows that there is an inherent mapping between the form and Categorization
model (Listing 3.2). The Django framework provides a parent class called ModelForm to create
the Categorization Form by inheriting the fields of the Categorization Class/model instead of
redundantly redefining all the fields of the model in the newly created form (Listing 3.5).
Each field in the Categorization Form corresponds to a model field in the Categorization Class.
It is optional to include only selected model fields into the form, but the mapping should be
represented according to default values as specified in the documentation [11]. For example, a
many-to-one (foreign key) model field is represented as a ModelChoiceField in the form as in the
case with problem_category for instance (Listing 3.5).
1 from django import forms
2 from . models import Categorization , ProblemCategory , ProblemCause ,
3

ProblemFix , ProblemSymptom

4 from django . core . exceptions import ValidationError
5
6 class CategorizationForm ( forms . ModelForm ) :
7

# problem_category

8

problem_category = forms . ModelChoiceField ( queryset =
ProblemCategory . objects . all () , widget = SelectWithData () ,
required = False )

9
10

# problem_cause
problem_cause = forms . ModelChoiceField ( queryset = ProblemCause .
objects . all () , widget = SelectWithData () , required = False )
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11

# problem_symptom

12

problem_symptom = forms . ModelChoiceField ( queryset =
ProblemSymptom . objects . all () , widget = SelectWithData () ,
required = False )

13

# problem_fix

14

problem_fix = forms . ModelChoiceField ( queryset = ProblemFix .
objects . all () , widget = SelectWithData () , required = False )

15

should_discuss = forms . BooleanField ( required = False )

16
17

class Meta () :

18

model = Categorization

19

fields = ( ’ is_bug_fix ’ , ’ bug_fix_comment ’ ,

20

’ problem_category ’ , ’ category_comment ’ ,

21

’ problem_cause ’ , ’ cause_comment ’ ,

22

’ problem_symptom ’ , ’ symptom_comment ’ ,

23

’ problem_fix ’ , ’ fix_comment ’ ,

24

’ should_discuss ’)

Listing 3.5: The Categorization Form
The code of the Categorization Form uses validators; that is, functions that were overridden
to customize the cleaned data according to the passed information into the form fields. The
validation is run on individual fields first, then an override of the clean method, which is not
associated with any individual field, will execute and raise a validation error if any non-field error
exists [12]. This will display an error message at the top of the form if the processing did not
generate cleaned data, unlike a field error which displays a message next to the field that has
been passed invalid data.
The Categorization Form validation is customized and the form processing will clean the data
passed to the fields based on the customization of the study context. In particular, the value
provided for a specific field is cleaned if it satisfies the implemented constraints in the form.
Django provides the method clean_<fieldname> to clean the individual fields [12].
The requirements of the Categorization Form include the check of the is_bug_fix field
whenever a problem_category, problem_cause, problem_symptom, or a problem_fix
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is added. This validates the case where a bugfix should exist if any of its characteristics are
present. For example, a categorizer who is manually labeling a specific commit that has no
bug related to the study needs to assign the value false to the is_bug_fix field (Listing 3.5),
otherwise, a validation error will be raised due to constraint violation. The constraints set on the
is_bug_fix field are defined in the method clean_is_bug_fix in the CategorizationForm
Class as shown in Listing 3.6.
1 def clean_is_bug_fix ( self ) :
2

# if the program has no bugfix

3

if self [ ’ is_bug_fix ’ ]. value () == False :

4

# if a problem_category was selected or a new one was added

5

if ( self [ ’ problem_category ’ ]. value () != None and self [ ’
problem_category ’ ]. value () != ’ ’) or ( self . category_text !=
’ ’ and self . category_text != None and any ( c . isalnum () for c
in self . category_text ) ) :

6

# raise a validation error

raise ValidationError ( " This field should be checked . An
existing problem category indicates a bugfix . " )

7

# if a problem_cause was selected or a new one was added

8

if ( self [ ’ problem_cause ’ ]. value () != None and self [ ’
problem_cause ’ ]. value () != ’ ’) or ( self . cause_text != ’ ’ and
self . cause_text != None and any ( c . isalnum () for c in self .
cause_text ) ) :

9

# raise a validation error

raise ValidationError ( " This field should be checked . An
existing problem cause indicates a bugfix . " )

10

# if a problem_symptom was selected or a new one was added

11

if ( self [ ’ problem_symptom ’ ]. value () != None and self [ ’
problem_symptom ’ ]. value () != ’ ’) or ( self . symptom_text != ’ ’
and self . symptom_text != None and any ( c . isalnum () for c in
self . symptom_text ) ) :

12

# raise a validation error

raise ValidationError ( " This field should be checked . An
existing problem symptom indicates a bugfix . " )

13

# if a problem_fix was selected or a new one was added

14

if ( self [ ’ problem_fix ’ ]. value () != None and self [ ’ problem_fix ’
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]. value () != ’ ’) or ( self . fix_text != ’ ’ and self . fix_text
!= None and any ( c . isalnum () for c in self . fix_text ) ) :
15

# raise a validation error

16

raise ValidationError ( " This field should be checked . An
existing problem fix indicates a bugfix . " )

17

return self . cleaned_data [ ’ is_bug_fix ’]

Listing 3.6: The clean_is_bug_fix method to validate the is_bug_fix field
Setting the field is_bug_fix to false should leave blank all the other fields that are related
to the bugfix in the form (such as the problem_category, problem_cause, problem_fix,
and problem_symptom). This will essentially indicate that there is no specified problem in the
code. If any of these fields has a non-empty value, the data will not be cleaned and the form will
raise a validation error indicating that a non-existing program fault cannot have a non-empty
problem category for instance (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Validation error indicates that the is_bug_fix field should be set to true when the
Problem category field is not blank
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Similarly, a validation error will be raised if the is_bug_fix field is set to true and no
problem_category is selected. This is the result of the constraints set on the problem_category
field using a similar clean_<fieldname> method as before, but here it is implemented for
the problem_category field as shown in Listing 3.7.
1 def c le an_ pr obl em _ca teg or y ( self ) :
2

# if a bugfix exists

3

if self [ ’ is_bug_fix ’ ]. value () == True :

4

# if no problem category was selected or an invalid one was
added

5

if ( self [ ’ problem_category ’ ]. value () == ’ ’ or self [ ’
problem_category ’ ]. value () == None ) and len ( self .
category_text ) >=1 and not any ( c . isalnum () for c in self .
category_text ) : # raise a validation error

6

raise ValidationError ( " Invalid characters . Please enter a
valid category " )

7

# if a valid problem category was selected and a new one was
added

8

elif ( self [ ’ problem_category ’ ]. value () != None and self [ ’
problem_category ’ ]. value () != ’ ’) and ( self . category_text !=
’ ’ and self . category_text != None and any ( c . isalnum () for c
in self . category_text ) ) :

9

# raise a validation error

raise ValidationError ( " Choose only one option . Either
select an existing problem category or enter a new one . " )

10

# if no valid problem category was selected or added

11

elif ( self [ ’ problem_category ’ ]. value () == ’ ’ or self [ ’
problem_category ’ ]. value () == None ) and ( self . category_text
== ’ ’ or self . category_text == None or not any ( c . isalnum ()
for c in self . category_text ) ) :

12

# raise a validation error

raise ValidationError ( " This field is required . Select an
existing problem category or enter a new one . " )
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13

return self . cleaned_data [ ’ problem_category ’]

Listing 3.7: The clean_problem_category method to validate the problem_category
field
There are other constraints on the passed data to the Categorization Form such as the
invalidation of new categories that are blank or consist entirely of special characters. Adding
a category that already exists will reference the existing category (as well as its description).
Moreover, consistency is maintained by invalidating the simultaneous selection of an existing
category and entering a new one. An error message will be displayed indicating that only one
option should be chosen (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Validation error is raised when an existing problem_category is selected with the
simultaneous addition of a new category.
The form also allows the addition of new categories. For example, if a program has a bug
which cannot be characterized by any existing problem category, the categorizer is granted
permission to add a new problem category with an optional description. The added category will
be simultaneously added as the chosen category for the specified commit.
Even though the validators in the Categorization Form clean the data passed to individual fields,
the Categorization Form promotes field-dependency to some extent. It invalidates categorization
instances if a problem category is chosen without specifying a problem cause, symptom, and
fix, and eventually, it forces the categorizer to fill in all the fields in the form before submission.
Essentially, those fields are dependent on the problem category chosen. This dependency is
selective and works only for program faults that do not include unknown categories, test issues,
or problems related to refactoring code as those do not provide an objectively descriptive analysis
of deep learning program faults.
The usage of the Categorization Form in place of a spreadsheet avoids errors that result from
copying commit details, such as the SHA. The details of a commit are imported automatically into
the form and other tables in the application. The Categorization Form has multiple functionalities
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that avoid the continuous navigation between spreadsheets since the problem categories, causes,
symptoms, and fixes are accessible from the form using a dropdown menu. Also, the addition of
any category can be done from the Categorization Form page without the navigation to the table
of each category. Similarly for the description of the category, it can be added simultaneously
from the Categorization Form on a single submission.

3.3.1

Implementation Details

It is worth noting that the commits table and the commits details table (not included in this
thesis) were implemented by Tatiana Castro Velez. The HTML page of the Categorization Form
and the homepage of the tool were also implemented by Velez. I modified the homepage and the
commits table page to fix/add features related to filters and roles/permissions.
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Chapter 4
The Tool-Supported Metamodel
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we build a metamodel for empirical studies that deal with fault analysis in
source code. We provide an integration mechanism of the components represented by the models
and classes of Chapter 3. The approach proposed here is model-driven software development.
This is an approach to software development that emphasizes using models when specifying,
developing, analyzing, verifying, and managing software systems [13]. We propose a formal
representation of a metamodel, where the goal is to guide future research by abstracting domainspecific components and providing a framework that systematizes the build of taxonomies that
are used in program-fault analysis. Each component in the metamodel structure performs a
specific function that facilitates the mechanism to analyze bugfixes in source code. Moreover, the
relationship between the metamodel and the model is similar to the class-instance relationship
[3][14]. Furthermore, to graphically visualize and analyze the abstract structure, a modeling tool
is presented to implement the metamodel. This prototype tool provides a high-level abstraction
of the manual categorization of program faults and their fixes.

4.2

Overview

Conceptual modeling describes the structure of a software system in terms of its components
and the relationships among them [15]. It describes the semantics of a software at a high-level
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abstraction. As software systems become more complex and developed, method engineering (a
domain that defines the techniques and design principles for software systems) is becoming more
demanding and the methods that were defined about thirty years ago are no longer applicable
for the installation of new information/software systems [3]; in this regard, method engineering
requires continuous maintenance and tuning of its underlying techniques that fit the growing
development in software requirements. The engineering and the development of new methods is
extensively addressed in the research work of Jeusfeld et al. [3]. One of the methods presented
therein is to build a software based on the construction of a metamodel. In this regard, we build
a prototype tool to analyze bugfixes in Deep Learning programs using one of the approaches to
metamodeling that is comprehensively presented by Jeusfeld et al. [3]. This approach is known
as the Information Resources Dictionary System (IRDS) Standard, and it is defined using four
levels of abstraction:
1. The data level that contains the actual data of an information or software system.
2. The model level that implements models that constitute the components of the system.
3. The metamodel level that contains definitions of modeling notations and languages.
4. The meta-metamodel that defines modeling languages.
Since the models were already described in Chapter 3, we will focus in this chapter on the
second and third items to build the type-instance modeling.

4.3

The Metamodel

Every use case of the modeling tool should, in principle, conform to the metamodel. However,
depending on the researcher’s goals and needs, diﬀerent taxonomies of the model components can
be implemented. Research papers that analyzed program faults modeled each component of the
program-fault analysis using a hierarchical taxonomy that consists of a list of problem categories,
for instance, such as API misuse, runtime errors, development bugs, etc. Such taxonomies are
task-dependent and domain-specific in a way that the predefined categories cannot be modified to
encompass a number of diﬀerent studies that share a common element. Moreover, there is a fixed
list of categories and researchers are restricted to choose from the hard-coded list of program
bugs, their causes, symptoms, and fixes, for instance, with no option to add or modify an existing
category that fits the bugfix analysis. In such situations, there is a need for a metamodel, where
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problem categories are instances of a generic class, and they can be created, modified, or deleted
based on the study needs and the user objectives. In this context, the high abstraction level of
the metamodel simplifies the implementation and reduces complexity.

4.3.1

Metamodel Properties

To improve the quality of the metamodel, certain characteristics should be identified to build
it and that can be used for its evaluation. In particular, the metamodel should be characterized
with certain attributes and qualities that evaluate its relevance to the study under consideration.
For instance, confinement is one such quality characteristic that evaluates the extent that a
metamodel is in agreement with the purpose of modeling. It is also a measure that determines
whether the metamodel is restricted to the modeling goals, such as being at the right abstraction
level and not including unnecessary implementation details [16]. The metamodel should also be
unambiguous; that is, it does not allow multiple interpretations while conveying the concepts and
representing the structure and the components of the system. Furthermore, it should be consistent
and does not contain any conflicting information both on the semantic and the structural levels.
To increase the reliability of the metamodel, redundancy should be minimized for the system
to function in an eﬃcient manner. Redundancy adds complexity to the metamodel, and adds
dependency to the system components. Minimizing redundancy results in more decoupled and
independent metamodel entities. This is a requirement since the prototype tool will operationalize
the metamodel and the existence of redundant units would negatively aﬀect the eﬃciency of the
running tool. More specifically, there are diﬀerent aspects of redundancy that should be avoided
when building the metamodel [16]:
1. Conceptual redundancy: There should be one well-defined mechanism to express each
component.
2. Uniqueness: There are no redundant or overlapping features.
3. Redundancy: The amount of non-informative content should be minimized.
There are other qualities that are equally important and will be referred to accordingly when
discussing the metamodel.
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4.3.2

Approach - Integration of Classes

For modeling purposes, we adopt the terminology in [3] and refer to the the construction of
the symbol structures of the metamodel by an information base. Since modeling the application
domain (here program-fault studies), represents the individual atoms of an information base
(analogous to databases in Computer Science), the symbol structures adhere to the notion of an
information model in a similar way that a database adheres to a database model [3]. Accordingly,
the following rules apply for information bases and are adapted from databases - an information
base consists of:
1. a collection of symbol structure types/classes.
2. a collection of operations that can be applied to any symbol structure. For example, CRUD
operations applied on class instances.
3. a collection of inherent constraints defined on symbol structures.
Symbol Structures The first collection represents symbol structures, that is, classes that
were defined and described thoroughly in Chapter 3. This collection consists of the following
classes: Commit, Categorization, BugFix, ProblemCategory, ProblemCause, ProblemSymptom,
and ProblemFix. The last four classes are disjoint in the sense that they share no common
attribute or relationship represented by a foreign key field. There are other supporting types
that were defined to represent the details of Git commits, but the aforementioned classes are the
basic ones to serve the modeling purpose.
Operations The second component of the information base is the operations defined on classes.
The CRUD operations are one such example where a user can add a new categorization/bugfix
instance for example, update it, or delete it. There are other operations associated with the
Commit and Categorization classes that are built upon the mailto utility. These operations are
class methods that allow a researcher to email the author of the Git commit or the categorizer
who created a specific categorization instance. Other operations redirect to the main page of the
GitHub project of the commit instance or to the specified commit itself.
To add functionality to classes, a set of filtering operations are implemented to query results
based on specific parameters. For instance, filtering operations are implemented on the Commit
and Categorization classes based on rounds. Querying by categorizer name is also applicable
where categorization instances are narrowed down to retrieve only those created by a specific
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categorizer. Another filter is implemented in the BugFix table that maps a specific BugFix
instance to all the categorizations associated with a specific commit that were created by multiple
categorizers. More on this functionality when discussing the prototype tool.
Constraints The last collection in the above list is that of inherent constraints. For each
Git commit, the SHA is an attribute that is shared among three classes: the Commit Class, the
Categorization Class, and the BugFix Class (Figure 4). The SHA is a unique identifier that can
be mapped uniquely to a specific, commit, categorization, and bugfix; that is, no two SHA’s can
have the same commit, categorization, or bugfix. This is a constraint that is satisfied in the
design of the classes. The users of the tool for instance cannot modify or violate this constraint
since it is inherently encoded in methods and classes. Another inherent constraint is that each
categorization should map to a bugfix. No distinct categorizations from the same categorizer
can map to a single bugfix. Similarly, each commit can be used to add a categorization and no
two commits can have the same categorization. On the other hand, multiple categorization can
result from one commit and one example of such occurrence is when multiple categorizers choose
to classify a single commit.

4.3.3

The Modeling Diagram

Figure 4 is an entity-relationship diagram that shows the type-instance relationship of the
metamodel and the model. Classes are represented as labeled boxes with the name of the class,
and attributes as oval shapes (only the SHA attribute is shown in this figure). The attribute-class
and class-class relationships are represented using directed arrows with an appropriate label
on the arrow. For example, the "Contain" relationship indicates the many-to-one relationship
between a Categorization instance and a ProblemCategory, ProblemCause, ProblemSymptom,
and ProblemFix instances.
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Figure 4: The Metamodel
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The many-to-one relationship between a Categorization instance and a ProblemCause instance
for example is defined by the foreign key field in the Categorization Class (Listing 3.2). This
is a many-to-one relationship since multiple categorizations can share the same problem cause,
however, a categorization can be associated with a single problem cause. This relationship is
shown in Figure 4 where a categorization includes the four categories (problem category, cause,
symptom and fix). Similarly for a bugfix instance. (The ProblemCause class is shown in Listing
3.3.)
At the model level, boxes include some values to exemplify the individual instances of the four
classes. "Performance," for example, is an instance of the ProblemCategory Class. Authors in
some previous studies presented the hierarchical taxonomy of program faults by classifying them
into types of bugs that are similar to the "Numerical error" and "Input shapes" types shown in
this figure [6][7]. This taxonomy is added here to demonstrate that eventually, this taxonomy
can be modeled in the ProblemCategory Class thus adding another dimension to the presented
categories.
One of the features of this type-instance model is that it is dynamic; that is, the set of instances
shown in the figure can change based on the researcher’s goals. The operations associated with
the classes allow the addition, update, and deletion of all the categories as viewed necessary
by the users. The absence of a fixed taxonomy of categories makes the implementation of the
information base and the analysis of program faults more flexible and dynamic to fit the study
objectives.
This is just one abstraction of many possible abstractions of the model. The metamodel defines
a type-instance relationship. It can simplify the creation of models using this scheme for future
studies as its aim is to present a standard solution for studies as well as software that implement
them. This metamodel acts as the information modeling that underlies the development of the
software system (here the prototype tool). Since it is impossible to represent a system in full
detail [3], the components that are included here should be suﬃcient to conceptualize the system
with appropriate implications on its functionality.
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Chapter 5
The Prototype Tool
5.1

Overview

In this chapter, we build the prototype tool that implements the metamodel designed in
Chapter 4. The tool implements the conceptual modeling discussed so far using Django (version
4.0) [17]. Django is an open-source, high-level Python framework. The consistency and security
of this framework enable the quick development and the validity of software projects. Django
also facilitates the usage of the MVC pattern, where most of the functionality can be achieved
with relatively little code. Such aspects underlie the benefits of using the Django framework in
building our tool.

5.1.1

Design Principles

The layered architecture of the Django framework supports loose coupling and tight cohesion
as part of its design philosophy in building software systems [18]. Coupling is a measure of
mutual interdependence of the software components and low coupling means that the system has
independent components and functionality [19]. Low coupling is an important quality for the
software’s maintainability, changeability, and evolution.
Cohesion, on the other hand, is a measure of the relationships that the parts of a component of
the software system can have with each other [19]. High cohesion implies that all the necessary
functionality of a component is included within the component and there is no need to call
external functions, thus reducing communication overhead [19].
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Loose coupling and tight cohesion are emphasized in the source code of the prototype tool
through the usage of the object-oriented programming paradigm of the Python language. This
paradigm supports concepts such as the encapsulation of relevant information and functionality
of an object in one class; it also supports inheritance, polymorphism, as well as the DRY principle
which stands for "Don’t Repeat Yourself" that is part of the Django’s design philosophies [18].
This principle achieves data representation within a system with little code and minimized
redundancy.
Choosing Python as the programming language of the tool facilitated the implementation of
design principles such as loose coupling and high cohesion. In practice, the structure of a class in
Python includes a set of related attributes and methods (tight internal cohesion), meanwhile other
classes are independent of the inner workings of that class; basically, the interaction among classes
is restricted through the class interface (loose external coupling). There is still an interaction
between the classes that defies the decoupling of the system components, but that dependence
should be kept at a minimum, and hence coupling is a matter of "measure" or "degree" rather
than potentially independent components [20]. The application of these design principles to
the tool can be exemplified by the Categorization and BugFix classes (Listings 3.2 and 3.4):
The encapsulation of relevant attributes of the categorizations in one independent class (the
Categorization Class) that groups related information together in one module, is one aspect
of defining a highly cohesive system. On the other hand, the usage of foreign keys to relate
information between the Categorization and the BugFix classes is one form of decoupled modules.
Similar examples can apply to other models and classes.
As Django facilitates the implementation of the design principles, there are some design
techniques that need to be implemented to build a complete and confined prototype tool. To
maintain the coherency of the system, only three types of users are defined to handle all the
potential use cases. The roles of the users overlap in some way, but eventually, each user is
assigned a role that is inevitably distinguished from other users to utilize the key features of the
tool. The role of each user is defined in the next section.
To illustrate how users would interact with the tool, we will describe scenarios that involve
actors (users with specific assigned roles). This will comprehensively demonstrate the diﬀerent
use cases of the tool. A scenario is a narrative that describes a situation in which a user is using
a product’s features [19]. It is an imagined way on how a user (actor) would solve a problem
using the tool. The following section presents an overview of the roles that the users can take.
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(a) The Roles

(b) The admin assigns users to their specific roles

Figure 5: The Roles Hierarchy

5.2

Roles

The users of the tool can take diﬀerent roles based on the tasks that are assigned to them. In
Django, each model is associated with the following operations: view, add, update, and delete
instances of the model. Each operation is either a permission granted to a user of the application
or revoked from him/her. Since assigning permissions individually to each user is unsystematic
and error-prone, especially since we have multiple views that are decorated with permissions, it
follows that a restricted view might be visible to a user by mistakenly granting its permission to
that user.
Therefore, to maintain correctness, we adopted the group (role) strategy where we defined
three groups and assigned a set of permissions to each group based on the diﬀerent roles that
the users might take. Eventually, it is the task of the admin to add users to their corresponding
groups. Following this course of action, the tool implements three groups/roles with a hierarchical
taxonomy as shown in Figure 5.
Categorizer A categorizer, with the necessary permissions granted by the admin, can only
view the commits and the bugfixes. He can rather add and update categorizations. He can also
add the needed problem categories, causes, symptoms, or fixes. To avoid bias and maintain
impartiality in the analysis of program faults, categorizers can only view their own categorizations
with no access to the categorizations entered by other users.
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Reconciler The second role in the hierarchy is the reconciler, with all the permissions granted
to a categorizer plus the permissions to view all the categorizations added by every user of
the application. This role is dedicated for users who make final decisions about the entered
categorizations and have the permission to add an agreed-upon bugfix to the bugfixes table.
Admin Consequently, the third role is the admin who has all the permissions of a reconciler
(and hence a categorizer) and with extra permissions to add or revoke permissions, delete a
categorization, update or delete a bugfix, as well as the rest of the permissions associated with
the model operations. As per the Django documentation, if a certain role was revoked from a
user by the admin, then all the permissions that were granted to that role will also be revoked.
The tool uses the Django Admin site to register new users and add them to groups (and hence
assign roles to them). When registering a new user, the admin has the permission to assign a
certain role to that user. Each user will be granted the staﬀ status by default and it is the admin
task to uncheck that status and add the user to the appropriate group.
An additional functionality is added to the homepage so that users can choose diﬀerent roles
while navigating the tool (Figure 6). This functionality is in respect of the roles hierarchy depicted
in Figure 5. For instance, a categorizer can only take the role of a categorizer since there is no
lower role in the hierarchy. On the other hand, the reconciler can assign himself/herself the role
of a reconciler or a categorizer as per the hierarchy. If a reconciler takes the categorizer role,
then he/she will be granted the categorizer’s view in every aspect. The advantage of this setting
is to avoid bias especially when the reconciler categorizes a specific commit independently of
other users; this can therefore be done without viewing other categorizations and developing a
preconceived opinion that can aﬀect his/her categorization of the bugfix.
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Figure 7: The Commits Table

Figure 6: The Tool’s Use Cases
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5.3

Use Cases

Based on the assigned role to a user, there are diﬀerent use cases of the tool. Since the roles
are hierarchical with overlapping permissions among the users, we will first describe the use cases
of a categorizer who has the least granted permissions.
Categorizer Some of the actions that can be performed by the categorizer is navigating the
tables of the information base and adding a new categorization. A possible scenario can be
described as follows: A categorizer logs in to the tool’s main page using his/her credentials. Since
the categorizer has the least permissions in the roles hierarchy, he/she cannot select another
role. The categorizer can then navigate through the tool from the homepage to view the existing
commits, bugfixes, and only his/her own categorizations (Figure 6). In the commits table page,
he/she can choose to filter the commits by round and select the commit’s project to be directed
to the GitHub project of that specific commit or select the commit’s SHA to be directed to the
commit page on GitHub. He/she can also choose to email the author with questions about the
code or add a new categorization for that specific commit as shown in the highlighted table
entries in Figure 7. This will redirect him/her to the Categorization Form where he/she can fill
in the form fields (refer to the Categorization Form in Section 3.3). Once the form is submitted,
a confirmation page will indicate that the categorization was added successfully.
The categorizer can then view the newly added categorization in the categorizations table. For
each categorization instance, there is an update operation associated with it that allows the user
to modify the added categorization (Figure 8).
The admin has the option to grant the categorizer the permission to delete his/her own
categorizations. In Figure 8, there is a "Delete" button associated with every categorization
instance since this is an admin view of the tool page. If the admin revokes the permission to
delete a categorization from the categorizer, then in the categorizer’s view, there will only be an
"Update" button in every row of the table.
The categorizer can also choose to view the bugfixes table that is populated with all the
agreed-on categorizations (Figure 9). The bugfixes are identified by an ID number that links to
a page that lists information about the specified bugfix (Figure 10). The ID is shown highlighted
in Figure 9 since it links to a page similar to the one in Figure 10.
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Figure 9: The Bugfixes Table

Figure 8: The Categorizations Table

Figure 10: Bugfix Information
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Figure 10 displays all the information about the selected bugfix together with all the categorizations that map to it. These categorizations are incorporated with the information about the
bugfix since they were already added by categorizers and after agreeing on the bugfix, they were
included in the same page that displays related information about that bugfix.
Reconciler Since a reconciler has all the permissions granted to a categorizer, we will
describe in the following scenario the actions that do not overlap with those of a categorizer. A
reconciler can log in to the tool using his/her credentials and choose to navigate through all the
categorizations entered by every user of the tool. He/she can then filter out categorizations by
the user’s name or by commits round or both. After discussing with other users the diﬀerent
categorizations associated with a specific commit and reaching an agreement on a bugfix, the
reconciler can update the bugfixes table by adding the new information. This will be achieved
by filling a form with fields that are similar to the Categorization Form discussed in Chapter 3.
He/she also has the option to update or delete the bugfix.
Admin In addition to the permissions granted to a categorizer and a reconciler, an admin has
all the permissions available on the Django admin site. An admin can add new users to the tool
and assign/revoke roles from them. He/she can take any role as described in the hierarchy and
navigate through the tool using that selected view. The admin has all the permissions related to
the CRUD operations associated with the models, whereas a categorizer or a reconciler can have
only restricted model operations.
This is a general overview of the functionality of the tool. The details of the operations
provided by the tool can be rather examined thoroughly by utilizing it and reproducing some
of the studies on program-fault analysis. However, the above scenarios should be suﬃcient to
conceptualize the modeling that the tool implements.

5.3.1

Implementation Details

Researchers have contributed to the development of this tool. Zhongwei Li added test cases to
test the Categorization Form and other features of the tool. He also assisted in implementing the
permissions assigned to users as well as other features that were not included in this thesis. James
Cruse-Mulhall and Ye Paing also provided feedback and suggestions during the development of
the tool.
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5.4

Information Base Versus Database Approach

The information base that is modeled by the tool is essentially an entity-relationship model
of a real-world problem (the bugfix analysis of deep learning programs). This information base
acts as a layer or stack on top of a relational database and it provides the features and services
necessary for the application domain. These application-specific functionalities provide the means
(the interface) that simplifies the representation and the use of the application.
The flow of information in the information base is described in the flowchart in Figure 1 where
there is no SQL queries or commands to retrieve or modify the data. For instance, populating
the fields of the Categorization Form can add a new categorization, as well as, a new problem
category, cause, symptom, and fix to multiple tables on a single submission. This cannot be
achieved using a database management system where each category can be added using SQL
statements to corresponding tables. Furthermore, the Categorization Form imports the necessary
information of a Git commit from the Commit Class, thus reducing copy/paste errors, as well as,
minimizing the continuous navigation between tables to retrieve data about a specific commit
or categorization. The categorization and bugfix tables also include linkified columns of bugfix
ID’s that map each bugfix ID to a page that lists important information about it such as all the
categorizations related to that specific commit (Figure 10). In addition, the information base
implements roles where categorizers, for instance, can avoid bias while adding new categorizations
since no data is shared among the researchers; this is emphasized in the implementation of
the tool where each categorizer can only view his/her own categorizations with no access to
categorizations of other researchers.

5.5

Evaluation

The metamodel is designed to be interpreted by the prototype tool. Therefore, the evaluation
can be done using the tool, which is the technical means that interprets the abstract quality
attributes of the metamodel. In essence, the interpretability of the metamodel by the tool, its
adherence to the language syntax, and the formal representation of its components in language
constructs are some of the quality attributes that can be used to evaluate the metamodel. In
that sense, the evaluation of the metamodel can be reduced to evaluating the tool.
The tool was evaluated using real world data of an empirical study that uses the MySQL
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database management system. The study analyzes bugfixes in TensorFlow source code and
performs the operations previously defined such as adding new categorizations, bugfixes, as well
as adding new users (categorizers, reconcilers, and admins). The study used the MySQL database
management system to store the data and perform operations on the diﬀerent tables such as the
CRUD operations. The correctness of the tool’s operations and the accuracy of the generated
data were compared to the operations performed in the database using SQL commands. Incorrect
results of these operations were further investigated and motivated the detection of design flaws.
Debugging techniques were then applied to fix the errors in the source code. Ultimately, the
tool accurately performed the operations and returned the exact same results on the data. A
long-term objective is to formally define a measure to validate the results and reproduce more
empirical studies to improve the key features of the tool.
The benefits of building the metamodel outweighs its costs. The learning curve for the Django
framework was steep and definitely a cost, but it facilitated the build of the metamodel since it has
built-in functionalities that were highly useful for our solution. Mainly, it provided robust features
for role-based model implementations that are applicable to our tool. In addition, it provided the
necessary authentication system with default configurations that enabled us to add user objects
with all the attributes of a user made available through the Django admin site. This has made
project needs such as registering new users, verifying credentials, and changing passwords fairly
convenient and ready-to-use features with no configuration or computing overhead. Essentially,
Django is a vast framework providing many functionalities that may or may not apply to our use
case. However, a detailed research was crucial to be able to connect the solutions that Django
oﬀers to the problem that we are trying to solve.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
The advance of my research in this area is the metamodeling dimension that describes entities
such as problem categories and symptoms and their relationships (and dependency) to other
components in the metamodel. Choosing the appropriate abstraction level is an issue in modelcentric systems, and the ability to introduce a new independent variable in the analysis is
subject to research of various empirical studies [5][21][22]. One of the design challenges is the
functionality of the metamodel to meet researchers needs; in particular, the detailedness of the
models to address relevant empirical research [23][24]. This is best reflected in the validation of
the Categorization Form where given a problem cause and symptom, for instance, there is no
dependency imposed between the two categories and researchers can choose to decide on one
category and leave the other blank. This degree of independence between the classes is a measure
of flexibility, which is as a software quality of a model [16]. Even though the tool is still at the
prototype stage, it maintains a flexible context-independent design among the problems causes,
symptoms, and fixes. The Categorization Form validates instances where the choice of one of
these categories does not impact the choice of others, unlike the problem category model which
imposes higher context-dependency as it is the best model to describe the purpose of program
faults in empirical studies.
For future work, a language-supported information base can simplify the transition from formal
theoretical models to running implementations [3], where the information base can be queried
and information can be entered or updated using a special-purpose language in a similar way
that relational databases are queried using query languages such as SQL. Future work may also
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focus on enhancing the tool from the prototype level by surveying the users comprehensibility of
the tool and gain insight of the users requirements and interaction with the system. This can
motivate the design of new features that meet the users needs. Further measurement of the tool
usability can help improve the implementation of the metamodel; identifying problems in the
tool will also be a good indication to better improve the metamodel.
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